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Based on the investigation of Hui nationality village—Huihuideng Village,this 
paper firstly introduces the natural features and historical development of this village, 
and then, carefully analyzesits economic activities, social structure and cultural 
evolution, in relation to which its cultural characteristics will be finally summarized. 
It should be noted that this village has been kept very rich Islamic culture of Hui 
nationality due to many factors such as historical impact and geographical 
environment. With the development of economy and convenient traffic, as well as the 
great aids of state policies, this villageis very likely to involve in more and more 
international cultural exchanges and activities.  
This paper consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction,mainly 
explaining the reason for choosing the topic and providing a brief account of previous 
studies and a review of some related findings in the these studies. Chapter 2 focuses 
on the natural features and historical development of Huihuideng Village, which 
mainly narrates its status from late Qing Dynasty to the Republic of China then to the 
pre and post China’s reform and opening-up. Especially, this chapter is concerned 
with those Huihuidengvillagers immigrated to the northern Thailand. On the basis of 
investigation on different industry types such as shops, markets and groceries in this 
village, chapter 3 examines the means and conditions of livelihood inHuihuideng 
Villagefrom the perspective of agriculture and commerce. Chapter 4 discusses the 
social organization of this village in view of marriage, family, clan, mosque, village 
community, and so on. Chapter 5 explores the village’sculture in terms of language, 
religious belief, religious festivals, funerals, and so on. Chapter 6 puts forward two 
arguments, firstly, that the conditions of Huihuidengvillagers in the northern Thailand 
is related to education, religious belief, marriage and family, and secondly, that the 
contrastive analysis is between their immigrant culture andancestral culture.Chapter 7 
summarizes the cultural characteristicsand changes of living modes of Huihideng 
Village, reviews the international cultural exchange and activities of this village, and 
suggests possibilities for its future prospect.  
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